Example of Ekphrastic Poem

Ekphrastic Poetry

In the misty woodland morning, the fox hunts,
Runs at the hare with leverets to tend,
In the dew-damp copse, the sparrow watches from lofty
perch,
No danger from the fox to her!

Ekphrasis: (also spelled "ecphrasis")
writing that comments upon another
art form, for instance a poem about a
photograph or a picture. We can often
take two or three photos and link them
together in the poem, (or it could be a
piece of prose. It works in just the
same way.)

But aloft more danger
lurks,
A falcon has chicks to
feed,
And instinct urges speed,
To fill young bellies.
Life’s circle of
birth, of life, of
death grinds on,
Survival the
goal,
Not cruel, nor sad,
But the natural way it is.
Graham Temby

Ekphrasis is probably the oldest type of
writing about art. It was invented by
the Greeks. The idea is to make the
reader feel that the thing or situation
described is real. In many cases,
however, the subject has never
actually existed – in imaginative
paintings, for instance – and so the
ekphrastic description is a
demonstration of the creative
imagination and skill of the writer.

Task:
To write a piece of ekphrastic poetry from two pieces of artwork.
Look at one piece of artwork you’ve been given and discuss in your group what you
think is happening and how each of the pieces fits into the ‘story’ of the artwork.
•
•
•
•
•
•

What words come into your mind when you look at the artwork?
What is the main idea of the art?
What is happening?
Who or what is the artwork about? Describe them.
What sort of mood do you feel from the art? Think of your senses. What
sounds, smells, tastes and feelings might you get from it?
How do you feel about the artwork? What would make you choose it for a
poem?

Now do the same with the second piece of artwork.
You might want to make up the first line of your poem as a group.
Now write your poem. You don’t have to follow any special rules for the poem; it can simply be free verse.

Now share your poems in pairs or small groups. • What differences did you find?
• What was similar in the way that the people in your group felt about the artwork? How were the final
poems similar?

Grateful thanks to the Society of Wildlife Artists, who have given us permission to use these pictures for
education. Please do not publish them on the internet.

The Society of Wildlife
Artists is a registered charity
that seeks to generate an
appreciation of and delight
in the natural world through
all forms of fine art based
on or representing the
world’s wildlife.
Through exhibitions and
publications of fine art the
Society aims to further an
awareness of the
importance of conservation
in order to maintain the
variety of the world’s
ecosystems and its wildlife.
The Society also supports
and promotes arts based
objectives of other
conservation and wildlife
charities.

"Out and About" 45 block linocut
Chris Sinden

S.W.L.A

Through bursary schemes
the Society has been able to
help young artists keen to
develop their knowledge
and skills in wildlife art with
awards of up to £750
towards travel, education or
the cost of materials.
http://swla.co.uk/

‘Forest Edge’ by Chris
Sinden
‘Heading for Home’ Linocut by
Chris Sinden

Some great art here from Chris for
you to try.
www.sindencox-art.co.uk

‘Running in the Moonlight’ by
Chris Sinden

‘Hare and Broad Beans’ by
Andrew Haslen

‘Hare and Broad Beans’ by Andrew Haslen
‘Winter Fox’ by Andrew Haslen

https://andrewhaslen.com

https://pixabay.com/en/painting-photo-painting-art-artwork-1974616/ Free for commercial use
No attribution required

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Path-in-the-woods-13615460746I3.jpg
This image is copyright free and in the public domain anywhere that
extends copyrights 70 years after death or at least 120 years after
publication when the original illustrator is unknown.

https://www.publicdomainpictures.net/en/viewimage.php?image=250197&picture=forest-trees-background

From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository According to Japanese Copyright Law the copyright on this work has expired

and is as such public domain.

Free Images :
man, landscape, nature, branch, structure, wood, woman, texture,
leaf, trunk, old, mystical, wildlife, log, portrait, artwork, weathered,
...

http://metropolitan.fi/entry/finnish-national-gallery-12000-artworks-free-public-domain

Narrative poem: a narrative poem tells a story.
Example: The badger stops and tests the air
Head held high to catch a sound
A deer barks across the wood
And the badger snorts and goes to ground.
G. Temby

Deep in the sett, the air is warm
Cubs squirm and open eyes
Mother rolls and lets them feed
Alert to shrill and hungry cries
The February air is cold
A frost on woodland floor still lies
But in the sett the badgers doze
Their floor of bracken soft and dry
G. Temby

Task:
To write a piece of narrative poetry from what you’ve heard
today.

‘Crowning hole’

http://www.walesagainstanimalcruelty.org.uk/id7.html

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Badger-baiting3.jpg
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